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_ The Core Compressor Exit Stage Study Program has the primary objective
L of developing rear stage blade designs that have improved efficiency by virtue
of having lower losses in their end-wall boundary layer regions. Blading con-
\ . cepts that offer promise of reducing end-wall losses have been evaluated in a
multistage environment. This report describes the design of Rotor C and the
0 performance results for the Rotor C/Starer B c_mpressor stage that was tested
in the General Electic Low Speed Research Compressor. The aerodynamic design _i
of Rotor C incorporated a stronger hub profile and a smoother pressure distri-
bution on the rotor tip than those of Rotor B. _i
I
Overall performance data and various types of detailed performance data i
are presented along with the resulting vector diagrams, loss coefficients, _
!and diffusion factors. The data taken fez the Ro¢or C/Starer B configuration
show that a small improvement in overall peak efficiency and range of the high
efficiency region was obtained.
, 2.0 INTRODUCTION
i Recent preliminary design studies of advanced turbofan core compressors
i_ (Reference i) have indicated that such compressors must have very high effi-
ciencies, as well as the advantages of compactness, light weight, and low
i . cost, in order for advanced overall engine/aircraft systems to have animproved economic p yoff. L ss mechanism ssessments, such as those of Refer-
i"
ence 2, suggest that approximately half of the total loss in a multistage
compressor rear stage is associated with the endwall boundary layers. Since
only a relatively small amount of past research has been dedicated to the
p=oblem of finding improved airfoil shapes fox operation in multistage com-
pressor endwall boundary layers, it is believed that substantial improvements
in that area are likely. Accordingly, a goal of a 15% reduction in rear-stage
endwall boundary layer losses, as compared to current technology levels, has
been set. The Core Compressor Exit Stage Study Program is directed toward
achieving this goal. Blading concepts that offer a promise of reducing end-
wall losses relative to a baseline design have been evaluated in a multistage
environment. The design of Rotor C and performance results for the Rotor C/
Stator B stage are described in this report.
3.0 DESIGN OF ROTOR C
3.1 LOW SPEED MODELING AND 'rESTING CONCEPT
" The low speed modeling and testing concept is based on aerodynamic simi-
i larity. Fundamental fluid dynamic principles and reasoning are used to obtain
normalized airfoil surface velocity distributions and Reynolds numbers for the
i' low speed blading tha_ are the same as those for the high-speed compressor.
This low speed model is then tested in General Electric's Low Speed Research
Compressor (LSRC) facility where the advantages of large size (l.5-m diameter)
and low tip speed (60 m/see) enable precise identification of aerodynamic
losses without risk of instrumentation blockage effects. The details of the
low speed modeling concept are presented in Volume I (Reference 3).
The baseline blading designed for the Core Compressor Exit Stage Study
Program is basically a low speed model of the high-speed, advanced, multistage ]
J
!axial flow compressor (AMAC) described in Reference i. Rotor C is a candi-- Ii#date design that has the potential of reducing endwall losses relative to the '
baseline.
!3.2 TEST RESULTS OF ROTOR B WITH STATOR B
A four-stage configuration of Rotor B/Stator B was chosen as the best 1
combination of blading designs based on the screening test results described
in Volume III (Reference 4). When compared with the baseline Rotor A/Stator I
A configuration described in Volume II (Reference 5), Rotor B/Stator B showed
(1)
a 0.3- to 0.4-point improvement in design point efficiency and (2) a 1
significant improvement in the pressure-flow characteristic near stall. These i
results are presented in Figure i. In addition, the radial variation of nor- 1
malized total pressure at the compessor discharge (Figure 2) indicates that
the weak hub region of the baseline configuration has been strengthened - 1|
particularly at peak pressure rise - with the Rotor B/Stato= B combination. I
The data show that Stator B is primarily responsible for this improvement. I
Examination of the data revealed several areas where furthe_ improvements i
,q
could be made. The hub pressure level was still low relative to that of other
I
]
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spanwise locations, indicating _hat further strengthening of the hub could be
p made. Static pressure measurements on the blade surfaces identified locations
where a modification of the airfoil shape would be beneficial. The rotor tip
region shown in Figure 3(a) _xhibitcd an undesirable acceleration-deceleration-
acceleration of the fluid along the forward half of the suction surface; this
was attributable to secondary flow and tip leakage effects. The absence of a
"spike" on the suction surface leading edge of the pitchline sections at peak
pressure rise implied that higher incidence angles could be used. Evidence of
flo,_ separation at the rotor hub was seen in the distinct change in the rate of
i the suction surface diffusion which occurred near the t.railing edge region.
These area., of concern formed the basis for the design of Rotor C.
I .Further details of the Rotor B/Starer B test results are described in
Volume IV (Reference 6).
3.3 ANALYSIS OF LOW SPEED ROTOR C VECTOR DIAGRAMS
As discussed in the previous section, the data from the Rotor B/Starer B
configuration showed that further strengthening of the hub region could be
beneficial. Consequently, Rotor C was designed to produce higher total pres-
sure from pitchline-to-hub and lower total pressure from pitchline-to-tip
than Rotor_ A and B, but with the same overall average. This radially non-
constant distribution of total pressure for Rotor C of ± 24% of stage exit
dynamic head at the rotor exit plane is compared with that used for Rotors A
and B in Figure 4. The higher hub total pressure increases the dynamic head
entering the starer in this region and helps avoid excessive loading. The
radial distribution of loss coefficient presented in Figure 5 was not changed
from the values used for the previous designs. Stage exit swirl produced by
Starer B was also impos:_d upon the Rotor C design (Figure 6). These p_ofiles
of rotor exit total pressure, loss coefficient, and starer discharge swirl,
along with the necessary physical quantities of annulus dimensions, effective
area coefficient, rotative speed, and airflow, were inpu_ into the circumferen-
tial average flow determination (CAFD) computer program to describe the axi-
symmetric flow field. The results of this analysis are compared to those of
Stage A and Starer B in Figures 6 through 10. The starer inlet air angles
(Figure 6) are not significantly different from those of Rotor B, but this [s
6
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not the case with the roto_ relative air angles shown in Figure 7. The radial
redistribution of flow p_oduced by the steeper total pressure gradient of
p Rotor C results in higher rotor swirl angles along the outer span and in lowe_
angles along ghe inner span, reaching maximum differences of 3Q to 4° at the
end walls. _he flow redistribution of Rotor C is furEher emphasized in Fig-
, ures 8 and 9 where the radial profiles of normalized axial velocity at the
P. . _otor inlet and exit planes are compared for Rotors A, B, and C. And finally,
i the radial variations in rotor and stator diffusion factors are presented in
Figure i0. The diffusion factors of Rotor B are modeled quite accurately for
i Rotor C. However, the more severe pressure gradient produced by Rotor C
_ increases the dynamic head entering the stator vanes in the hub region (with a
I corresponding decrease at the casing) and results in lower stato_ diffusion
factors along the inner-half of the annulus and higher values from the pitch-
line to the casing.
The vector diagram information is summarized in Table 1 for Rotor C
running with Stator B.
3.4 BLADE SETTING PROCEDURE
The airfoil sections designed for Rotor C were specified to match the
vector diagrams described in Section 3.3. The leading edge meanline angles
were based on the "smooth flow" incidence angle correlation described in Vol-
ume I (Reference 3), with small modifications to account for the differences
observed between the design intent and the experimental data of Rotor B. The
trailing edge meanline angles were determined with a potential flow cascade
analysis as described in Volume I (Reference 3). Experience has shown that
the cascade exit air angle, BCASC, is not always the same as the axisymmetric
value, BCAFD, obtained from the vector diagram analysis of Section 3.3.
Figure ii gives the radial distribution of this difference, called Xp, and
indicates a sub=le change from the Roto_ B profile that was used fo[ the
Rotor Cdesign in the tip region. Modifications to the airfoil meanline
shapes [change in camber (DCAM)] and to thickness distributions were necessary
in order to model the high speed blading and to achieve the desired surface
velocity distributions. The incidence and deviation angles obtained by this
procedure are shown in Figure 12. Further details of the blade setting pro-
cedure are described in Section 5.0 of Volume I (Reference 3).
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t3.5 ROTOR t:AIRFOIl, SECTION SIIAPES
New airfoil shapt,s wert_ requited for Rotor C at all spanwise locations.
In the pttchl[ne and hub regiotls these shapes were only minor modifications
of those for Rotor B; but over the outer 20% of the annulus height, major
modifications to tilemeanline and thickness distributions produced completely
1 unique shapes.
The blade setting procedure of Section 3.4 defined the radial distribu-
' ttons of edge angles (Figure 13) when the relative air angles f_om the vector
i diagram analysis of Sectic.n 3.3 were combined with tile radial distributions
of incidence and deviation angles shown in Figure 12. Incidence angles w_:te
increased over those of Rotor B by 2° at the pitchline and were smoothly
blended into the same values at the hub and into slightly lower values (by
less than 1°) at the tip. Deviation angles were generally the same or
slightly lower than those of Rotor B. The smaller edge angles in the hub
uegion resulted in a stagger 10% less than that of Rotor B, but due to fixed
axial projection requirements the hub chord was teduced by 5%. As a conse-
quence, the thickness-to-chord distribution at the hub was increased slightly
in order to maintain the same physical thicRness of the section. The airfoil
geometry_o/ Rotor C is summarized in Table 2.
The tip section of Rotor C was given a special mean[ine shape in recog-
nition of the undesirable blade surface velocity distributions produced by the
mote conventional circular-ate shapes of Rotor B. The design was based on
the differences between the design intent velocity distribution for Rotor B
and the experimentally observed velocity distribution on the suction surface
of Rotor B. These Rotor B differences Lhat result from secondary flow/tip
leakage effects ate shown in Figure 14. The suction surface velocity is less
than the Rotor B design intent from 0% to 35% along the blade sutfat:__, and iS
greater than design intent _tom 35% to the t_ailing edge. The acceletation-
d_celeration-acceleration feature, measured on the suction surface of Rottn
B, is considered to be undesirable. Based on these t_,sults, if Rotol C were
designed in the same manner as Rotor B, a similar ttnd_,s[t_lble velocity
distribution in the tip legion would p_obablv result. Thetefott_, all ef[ott
was madt: to compensate got the effects of the secondary flow/tip lt';Ik:|};t'.
iLL " . • •.. _ - 7:. ¸ ...........
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First, tile desired velocity distLibution for'Rotor C was established. This
p [s shown as Rotor, C CASC, CLrc[_-Atc-Type Section in Figure 14. Then, in
i order to avoid the acceteration-deceletation-acceleration pattern, a velocity
i distribution was chosen which "overaccelerates" the potential flow solution
relative to the desired distribution in the first 32% of the blade surface
and "underaccelerates" it in t.hemidportion of the blade. This modified
n
i distribution, which is like a mirror image of the Rotor B measurements, is
: shown in Figure 14 as Rotor C CASC--Special Profile• Designing for the _i
I_ "Special Profile" velocity distribution should provide the desired velocity
distribution after secondary flow effects are encountered• Figure 15 presents
a comparison of the tip section meanline shapes of Rotors B and C. Aside from
J.ts nonconventional shape, the Re=or C tlp section stagger is higher by 3.3 °
in recognition of the vector diagram changes discussed in Section 3.3. By
20% immersion, a smooth transition has been made from the special meanline
of the tip to the more conventional circular-arc shape. The airfoil sections
at the pitchline and the hub are similar to those of Rotor B, with the most
disLinct difference occurring at tl_ehub trailing edge• A 5? lower D_AM
was applied at this location to reduce the high rate of suction surface dif-
fusion that was observed with Re, or B. Comparisons of the chordwise variation
of meanline angles for Rotors A, B, and C are shown in Figures 16 and 17.
Comparisons of blade surface velocity distributions for Rotors A, B, and C are
shown in Figure 18. •
4.0 TEST APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
P
4.1 LOW SPEED RESEARCH COMPRESSOR
i
! The General Electric Low Speed Research Compressor (LSRC) facility,
described in more detail in Volume II (Reference 5), was used for this test
i program_ The LSRC configuration, used in the test program and shown schematic-
ally in Figure 19, consisted of four identical compressor stages having a con-
i" stant casing diameter of 1.524 m (60 in.) and a radius ratio of 0.85. A
i photograph of the LSRC is shown in Figure 20. A detailed cross section of one
stage is shown in Figure 21. The airfoils are 11.43 cm (4.5 in.) in span and
approximately 9 cm (3.5 in.) in chord; large enough that blade edge and surface
contours can be closely controlled during manufacture. The blade and vane con-
struction described in Volume II (Reference 5) resulted in hydraulically smooth
surfaces at the Reynolds numbers necessary to simulate hlgh-speed compressor
performance.
w
The average rotor tip clearance to blade height was 1.36% and the average
stator seal clearance to blade height was 0.78%. Circumferential groove
casing treatment was applied over the tip of only the first rotor to assure
•that Stage I would not be the stall limiting blading.
4.2 TEST STAGES
The test stage consisted of Rotor C and Stator B. The Rotor C design is I
described in detail in Section 3.0 and the Stator B design is presented in I
Volume I (Reference 3). A brief summary of these designs is given below.
Rotor C was designed to produce a radially nonconstant distribution
of total pressure of • 24% of stage exit dynamic head, as compared to the
± 9% distribution of Rotors A and B. The airfoil shape in the Rotor C
tip region was designed to compensate for the effects of secondary flow and
tip leakage. A comparison of the Rotor B and C airfoil tip sections is shown
in Figure 15. Sta_or B embodies blade sections twisted closed locally in the
endwall regions similar to those used in a highly loaded NASA single stage
that had ra_her good performance for its loading level (Reference 7).
4.3 INSTRUMENTATION
_ The instrumentation used at various locations in the compressor for the
i
Rotor C/Stator B test series is presented in Table 3. Standard total pres-
sure rakes_nd wall static pressure taps were used. In addition, static pres-p
_, sure taps located on the blade and vane surfaces were used to determine the
! distribution of static pressure on the suction and pressure surfaces. For
rotors, the pressures measured with a rotating rake were read by a pressure
transducer/slipring device.
Details about the instrumentation and the data recording equipment are
given in Volume II (Reference 5).
4.4 TEST PROCEDURE
The overall test program was divided into four parts as outlined in
Table 4. The first part involved extensive testing of the baseline blading,
Stage A (Rotor A/Stator A), in both four-stage and slngle-stage configurations.
The test results can be found in Volume II (Reference 5) of this series. The
second part involved a series of short screening tests to select the best
rotor design and the best stator design based on tests in four-stage configur-
ations. These test results can be found in Volume III (Reference 4). The
third part involved extensive testing of the best rotor and best stator
designs in combination using a four-stage compressor configuration. These
I
test results can be found in Volume IV (Reference 6). The final part of the I
test program consists of extensive testing of a new Rotor C design in a four- !
stage configuration with Stator B; the test results are the subject of the
I
present report, i
Seven types of data were taken during the Rotor C/Stator B tests: pre- I
b !
view data, stall determination data, casing treatment data_ standard data,
blade element data, blade surface pressure data, and detailed wall boundary 'i
I
layer data. A brief description of each of these types of data is presented !
in Volume !I (Reference 5).
4.5 DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS METHODS
The data analysis procedures used [n processing test data are described
in Volume II (Reference 5).
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5.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
L The test results for the test 8rage consisting of Rotor C running with|
Stator B in a multistage envirormlent are presented and discussed in the following
i, paragraphs.
t' 5.1 OVERALL PERFORMANCE
The overall performance of the test configuration, which consisted of
Rotor C with Stator B, was determined from preview data and standard data.
These test data are presented as graphs of pressure coefficient, work coeffi-
cent, and torque efficiency plotted as a function of flow coefficient. The
tests were conducted at an average rotor tip-clearance-to-blade-height ratio
of 1.53% and an average stator seal-clearance-to-blade-height ratio of 0.78%.
The test Reynolds number was 3.6 x 105. Casing treatment was applied over
the tip of the first rotor only to assure that Stage i would not be the stall
limiting blading. !The overall performance of Rotor C is compared with that of Rotor B in
Figure 22. The pressure flow characteristics are nearly identical, but
Rotor C stalls at 2% lower airlow. This could be because Rotor i tip is gov- i
erning and Rotor C tip is more closed. A 0.2-point improvement in efficiency
I
is obtained with Rotor C at flow coefficients larger than the design point I
value of 0.407. Peak efficiency for Rotor C is 0.9060 at a flow coefficient
of 0.398, while that of Rotor B is 0.9047 at a flow coefficient of 0.396.
Thus a small improvement in overall peak efficiency and an increase in the
range of the high efficiency region is obtained with Rotor C. An additional
0.14 points in efficiency should be credited to Rotor C compared to Rotor B
when adjustments for tip clearance are made. Rotor C is running with a
slightly larger rotor tip-clearance-to-blade-helght, e/h, of 1.53% compared to
1.43% for Rotor B. Preview data for Rotor C/Stator B is tabulated in Table 5.
The radial variation of normalized total pressure at the compressor dis-
charge is presented in Figure 23. When compared with the Rotor B/Stator B
profiles of Figure 2, the Rotor C profiles indicate that the pressure rise
capacity of the hub region was strengthened as intended by design.
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5.2 BLADE AND VANE SURFACE STATIC PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
The measurements of static pressure on the blade and vane surfaces are
i presented in Figures 24 through 26 and tabulated in Tables 6 and 7 for the
four-stage configuration with the third stage as the test stage. The
measured pressures have been normalized by the dynamic head based on tip
speed, i/2 0re f U_" Suction surface measurements are presented as solid
lines and pressure surface measurements as dashed lines. Data were obtained
for the design throttle, the peak efficiency throttle, and peak pressure rise/
near stall throttle.
The Rotor C data in Figure 24 indicate a continuous diffusion from the
location of thepeak suction surface velocity (minimum static pressure) to
the trailing edge for all blade sections from the pitchline to the tip. I
Evidence of flow separation near the hub can be seen in the distinct change
in the slope of the static pressure distribution on the suction surface at
70% chord in Figure 24(d) and at 60% chord in Figure 24(e) for the peak pres-
sure/near stall throttle.
The increase in leading edge loading as the compressor is throttled
toward stall is seen as a decrease in suction surface pressure and an increase
in pressure surface pressure near the leading edge for all immersions. How-
ever, no large suction surface spike appears to form; this suggests that
stall probably does not initiate because of excessive rotor incidence,
although this is not certain. The variation with throttling of the suction
surface pressure near the leading edge is less than the variation observed
with Rotor B.
The pressure distribution in the tip region of Rotor C, shown in more
detail in Figure 25, exhibits some of the "smoothing" on the suction sur-
face that was intended by the special airfoil sections; the effects of
secondary flow and tip leakage are still apparent.
The stator data in Figure 26 suggest that the diffusion pattern on the
suction surface is not as healthy as that on the rotor. The rate of diffu-
sion tends to decrease near the trailing edge indicating boundary |aye_
separation may be developing. This flow separation on the suction surface
becomes significantly more evident near the hub at the peak pressure rise
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throttle as seen in Figure 26(d) and 26(e). For this case a significant flow
separation has occurred between 30% and 40% chord, probably as a result of
excessive incidence. Probing this region with a tuft probe confirmed the
_, presence of large areas of separated flow. Also, the stator pressure distri-
butions show less leading edge loading near the inner diameter at the design
l<
point than Rotor B but about the same near stall.
i_ 5.3 BLADE ELEMENT AND WALL BOUNDARY LAYER TEST RESULTS
t
Blade element data and wall boundary layer data provide vector diagram
I values of total static and flow 1quantities from measured pressure, pressure,
angles in a matrix of circumferential and radial locations across a blade
pitch. The radial surveys of pressure and flow angle, taken between adjacent
stators, are used to fix the shape of the radial distribution; circumferential
surveys are used to fix the absolute level of the distribution. The measure-
ments are taken at the rotor inlet and at the rotor and stator discharges of
the test stage. The bars in the figures indicate the variation of measured
values across the circumferential blade spacing. The detailed wall boundary
layer data are included in the radial profiles.
Pressures
Detailed surveys of normalized absolute total and static pressures at
the third rotor inlet (Plane 3.0), third rotor exit (Plane 3.5), and third
stator exit (Plane 4.0) are presented in Figures 27 through 29 and in Table
8 for the design point throttle, the near peak efficiency throttle and the
peak pressure rise/near stall throttle. The difference between the total
pressure at Planes 3.5 and 3.0 represents the absolute total pressure rise _!
across the rotor. The difference between the total pressures at Planes 3.5 l
and 4.0 represents the loss across the stator. !
Regions of endwal[ loss are evident in the stator from 0% to 20% immer-
• sion and f=om 80% to 100% immersion. The increased loss in the hub region
near stall (Figure 29) is consistent with the flattening of the vane surface
static pressure measurements shown [n Figure 26(d) and (e).
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The static pressure rise across the rotor is seen as the difference be-
tween the measured pressures in Planes 3.0 and 3.5 and that across the stator
p, as the difference between the measured pressures in Planes 3.5 and 4.0 This
_ gives a pltchllne reaction at the design point throttle of about 64%.
i _ Flow An$1es
I
Detailed surveys of absolute air angles at the third rotor inlet, third
b"
rotor exit, and third stator exit are presented in Figures 30 through 34 and
in Table 8 for the design point throttle, the near peak efficiency throttle,
and the peak pressure rise/near stall throttle. A small correction factor to
the flow angles, which is needed because of the geometry of the measuring
system, was used in the data analysis. This correction would yield true flow
angles that were about 0.5" larger than observed at I00% immersion and about
i.i ° larger at zero percent immersion. The correction factor to the flow
angles has not been incorporated into the data shown in the figures but has
been incorporated in the data shown in the tables. The .leading and trailing
edge metal angles for the stator are shown in the figures so that the inci-
dence and deviation angles are easily seen. The stator exit swirl angles !
appear to have a radial distribution that is somewhat more tilted toward 1
smaller at 25% immersion and larger at 80% immersion than those for the
Rotor B/Stator B four-stage configuration (Reference 6).
Total Pressure Circumferential Su,rveys and Loss Coefficients
b i
I Relative total pressure measurements across a circumferential blade spac-
ing for Rotor C were obtained at ii radial immersions using the rotating rake J
disucssed in Reference 5. The results are presented in Figures 35 through 37 !
for the various throttles. The rotor wake is clearly evident as is the in-
creased size of this wake near stall, particularly near the hub (Figure 37).
The loss region near the tip, which is due to the wake and tip clearance/
secondary flow effects, is very similar to that obtained for Rotor B/Stator B
in Reference 6.
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Absolut= total pressure measurements across a circumferential stator vane
_. spacing were obtained at 19 radial immersions, including the immersions for
the boundary layer surveys. Representative samples of these measurements are
shown in Figures 38 through 40 for II of the 19 immersions. _le distributions
of static and total pressures shown in Figures 27 through 29 were obtained by
computing the average, minimum, and maximum value of pressure shown in Figures
i 38 through 40 at each radial immersionRotor and stator loss coefficients were computed from these detailed
I_ measurements• The rotor loss coefficients computed from the relative total
pressure measurements are presented in Figure 41 and Table 9. The stator loss
coefficients computed from absolute total pressure measurements are presented
in Figure 42. Both are in reasonable agreement with design intent. The total
loss shown is the sum of the wake loss, the tip clearance vortex loss, free- I
stream loss, and miscellaneous losses• The rotor tip wake loss shown in Fig-
ure 41 is slightly less than that reported for Rotor B in Reference 6, i
although this may not be real. Stator loss at the tip (Figure 42) does not go
negative as that reported in Reference 6.
Vector Diasram Quantities
Complete vector diagram quantities, as well as loss coeff_cien_:_ loss
parameters, diffusion factors, and incidence and deflation angles were compu- !J
ted from the quantities measured in the absolute frame of reference. The I
results are tabulated in Tables i0 through 16 for the wlrious throttle settings. 1
Several of these performance parameters have been plotted as a function of
percent immersion in Figures 43 through 49. The design point i_cent is also
plotted on each figure for reference. In most cases over the midportion of
the span, the vector diagram quantities computed from measurements aze in
reasonable agreement with design intent for the design point throttle setting.
As discussed in Reference 4, Section 4.6.1 of Volume II, rotor total loss !
• coefficients computed from the rotating rake measurements are considered to be
more reliable than those computed from the absolute measurements. Conse-
quently, only rotor total loss coefficients obta'.ned from rotating rakF. mea-
surements are presented in this section.
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_, A new rotor, Rotor C, was designed to compensate for the effects of
i secondary flow and tip leakage and to achieve other performance improvements
I_ such as strengthening the hub and
incorporating improved airfoil shapes.
The following results were obtained:
• A small improvement in overall efficiency (0.i to 0.48 points relative
to Rotor A/Stator A) and an improvement in the range of the high effi-
ciency region were obtained.
• A slightly lower stalling flow (2%) relative to Rotor B/Stator B was
evident.
• A stronger hub profile was obtained per design intent.
• Part of the smoothing of the pressure distribution on the suction
surface of the rotor tip was attained, albeit not by much.
• Rotor tip wake loss was reduced slightly.
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7.0 LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS
P
S_!mbo!- De fini tion
A Annulus area of the compressor
P\
Alpha Absolute air angle
i._ " AMAC Advanced axial flow
multistage compressor
i_ Beta Relative air angle
I c Stator shroud seal clearance
C Absolute velocity
CU Absolute tangential velocity
CZ Axial velocity
CAFD Circumferential average flow determination
DCAM Change in Camber




IGV Inlet guide vane
LSRC Low speed research compressor
OD Outside diameter
P Pressure
Ps B!sde surface static pressure _ Psurface-(PB+Pref)
P$1 Upstream static pressure
PTI Total Pressure
QU Normalizing quantity = 1/2 Pref U_
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T Measured torque corrected for windage/bearing friction
Ut Wheel speed at tip
V Air velocity
W Relative velocity
WU Relative tangential velocity
¢ Rotor tip clearance
Torque efficiency
0 Density
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Figure I. Overall Performance of Rotor B/S_ator B Compared with
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Figure 2. Radial Variation of Normalized Total Pressure Including
Casing and ltub Normalized Static Pressures at the Com-
pressor Discharge for Various Throttle Settings.
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Figure 3. Rotor Surface Static Pressure Measurements
for the Four-Stage Rotor B/Stator B Con-
figuration; Third Stage Is Test Stage.
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Figure 4. Radial Variation of Normalized Inlet and Exit Total
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Figure 5. Rotor and Stator Loss Coefficients Versus Percent
Immersion.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the Radial Variation of Rotor Inlet Normalized Axial
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Figure i0. Comparison of the Radial Variation of Rotor and Stator
Diffusion Factors Versus Percent Immersion.
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Figure ii. Radial Variation of the Difference Between
CAFD and CASC Exit Air Angles for Rotors
A, B, and C.
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Figure 12. Incidence and Deviation Angle Versus Percent Immersion
for Rotors A, B, and C.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the Normalized Blade Surface
Velocity Distributions for the Tip Sections
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Figure iS. Comparison of Rotor C and Rotor B Tip Sections.
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Figure 17. Comparison of the Chordwise Variation of
Mean Line Angles for Rotors A, B, and C
at 50Z and 100% Radial Immersion from
the Casing. i
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Figure 28. Comparison of _he Blade Surface Velocity Distri-
butions for Rotors A, B, and C at 0%, 16.7%, 50_,
and 100% Radial Immersion from the Casing.
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_nfiguration Tested in the NASA-GE Core Compressor Exit StagL_ Study.
Figure 20. Photograph of the Low Speed Research Compressor.
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Figure 22. Overall Performance of Four-Stage Rotor C/
Stator B Configuration Compared with That
of Rotor B/Stator B.
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Figure 23. Radial Variations of Normalized Total Pressure In-
cluding Casing and Hub Normalized Static Pressure
at the Casing Discharge for Various Throttle
Settings, Four-Stage Configurations.
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Figure 24. Rotor Blade Surface Static Pressure Measurements for
the Four-Stage Rotor C/Stator B Configuration, Third
Stage Tested. il
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Figure 25. Static Pressure Measurements on the Blade Surface Near
the Tip of Rotor C, Four-Stage Configuration, Third
Stage Tested.
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Figure 26. S_ator Vane Surface Static Pressure Measurements for
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Figure 34. Absolute Flow Angles for Rotor C/Stator B
Four-Stage Configuration, Third Stage Tested.
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Table _. Overall Test Plan Outline for Complete Program.
I. Tests U_[ng Stage h IHading (Reported in Rof, l)
p_ A. Shakedown Teat 5 data point,
I B. 4-Stage Cnn_iguration (Third S_age aa Test Stage)
_l _ [. Preview Data 15 data points
2. S_alL Determination As Appropriate
,. 3. Casing Treatment Data 15 data points
4, Reynolds Number Data 30 data points
F 5, Standerd Data _ data polntx
6. Blade Element Data 4 data points
_. Blade Surface Pressure Data 2 data points
8. Detailed Wall Boundary Layer Data 2 data points
C. l-Stage Configuration
[. Preview Data L5 data points
2. Stall Determination As Appropriate
3. Standard Data 4 data points
4. Blade Element Data 4 data points
5. Blade Surface Pressure Data 4 data points
b. Detailed Wall Boundary Layer Data 2 data points
D. 4-Stage Configuration (First Stage as Test Stage)
l, Blade Element Data 4 data points i_
2. Blade Surface Pressure Data 4 data points
!!3. Detailed Wall Boundary Layer Data 2 data pointsIf. Screen Tests
A. 4-Stage Configuration with Rotor B and Staler A
I. Preview Data 15 data points
2. Stall Determlnatio. As Appropriate
3. Standard Data 4 data points
4. Blade Surface Pressure Data 4 data points
B. 4-Stage Configuration with Stator B and Rotor A
(Same Data as I[.A.)
C. 4-Stage Configuration with Statoc C and Rotor A
(Same Data as If.A,)
D. 4-Stage Configuration with Rotor B and Staler B
(Same Data as ll.A.)
Ill. Tests Using Rotor B and Staler B Designs .....
A. 4-Stage Configuration, Third 5Cage as Test Stage
I. Same Data as I.B., Except Deiete I.D.3. and 4.
2. Rotor Tip Clearance Data, Casement Treatment 4 Stages
3. Rotor Tip Clearance Data, Casing Treatment Stage l
B. 1-Stage Configuration
I. Same Data as I.C., Except Delete I.C.&.
(Rotor Tip Clearance Data)
IV. Tests Using Rotor C/Staler B Designs
A, 4-Stage Configuration, Th.rd Stage as Test Stage
I. Same Data as I.D., Except Delete I.D.3. a,,d 4.
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Table 9. Rotor C Loss Coefficients Determined _rom Relative Total
Pressure Measurements, Four-Stage Configuration, Third
Stage Tested.
_, Design Point Throttle
F --,-
TOTAL PRESSURE ROTOR LOSS COEFFXCXENT
)_ H r
PRECENT ROTOR 3 ROTOR 3 PERCENT TOTAL WAKE TOTAL HINUS
i IHHERSION INLET EXIT IHHERSION LOSS LOSS WAKE LOSS
, 5.# 1.6435 1.5434 5.# _.1268 #.##16 #.1252
l_.g 1.6751 1,6319 1_.# _._887 _._78 _._9_B
i" 15._ 1.7_32 1.0_63 15.# _._552 #._182 _._37#
2S.# 1,7451 1.6815 2#.# _._71! _.#133 #._578
35._ 1.75H3 1.7_76 35._ _._472 _.#191 _._281
t 5,_.# 1,7186 1.6775 5_.g #.#47_ _._17_ ff._3_l65.# 1.6818 1.6341 65._ _.#558 _.g2_7 _.Z361
8_._ 1.6162 1.5683 8#._ _._513 _._397 _._216
85._ 1.5749 1,5268 85._ g._647 S._5_9 _._139
9fl._ 1.5442 1.4879 9_._ _._784 _._568 _._Zt6
85._ 1.4996 1.4513 95._ _._7_4 fl._554 fl._lSfl
Near Peak Efficiency Throttle
TOTAL PRESSURE ROTOR LOSS COEFFICIENT
PRECENT ROTOR 3 ROTOR 3 PERCENT TOTAL WAKE TOTAL HIt(US
IMMERSI3N INLET EXZT IMHERSION LOSS LO_$ WAKE LOSS
5._ 1.7369 1.6345 5._ _.1315 =._i_5 _.I_1_
1_._ 1.7713 1.69lg I_._ _._97_ _._115 _._55
15._ 1.7938 1.7547 15._ _._456 _._155 E._2
2_._ 1.8296 1.7817 2_._ _._548 _._176 _.g373
35._ 1.8541 1.7986 35._ _._615 _._151 _._453
5_._ l.g_6_ 1.7646 5_._ _._483 _._14_ _._342
65._ 1.7573 1.7153 65._ fl._517 fl._261 _._155
8_._ 1.59_5 1.6439 8_._ _._621 _._4_6 _._2!5
85.# 1.6477 1.6E55 85._ _._592 _._423 _._17_
9_._ 1.6151 1.5647 9_._ 2._737 _._426 _._31_
95._ 1.5873 1.5453 85._ _._629 _._4_9 _.3158
Peak Pressure Rise/Near Stall Throttle
TOTAL FRESSURE _OTO_ LOSS COEFFICIENT
[ ,
PERCENT ROTOR 3 ROTOR 3 PERCENT TOTAL VAKZ TOTAL ht:N_;._
IMHERSION INLET E_',IT IMMERSION LOSS LOGS WAKE LOSS
5.D 1.3_71 1,7212 5,# 3. I1,3_ @. Db'45 _.11_3
I;_,D I._G25 1,7774 1_.;$ _. I_J75 _.FJ115 L(._5 ::
15.g I. 884_' 1.835_ r 15.17 _,,76L'! g. Lf2fi5 _. ::3 ; 7
Z_.,_J 1.9,"Y51 I•8655 2_ .g #._474 _._:)5¢3 ,,_.,.,'"._t,__
35.,3 1.9325 1.B673 35.£r Lf._SI7 ._.Z::515 ,,.~..,""":,'_
5#.;# 1.8871 1 _.:57 5/_ D _ ;Y552 _._381 " "7'
85.fl I8496 1.7685 65.# ,;/. lgl 2 J_.:_523 L_. J;.:'C_
8f_._ 1.7614 1.6837 8,7.# _. 1(;82 _._f74S ,O'._337
i_5 .ff 1.7241 1.6532 85._ U. Ifl36 ,ft._,551 3._334
9_;./J I •7_'5g 1 .6342 9_J.g _. Ig67 _._587 $._38_;
95._r 1.6_58 1.6276 95._ _. 1/J22 #.J_76J? Z.,_:.62
L
_7
i. Table I0. Vector Diagram Parameters for Rotor C/Stator B
Four-Stage Configuration, Third Stage Tested,
' Design Point Throttle,
_L_aOE _LEMENT DATA ROT_ |hfk_t TIP SPEED - r;(3.ST MRS (21_.40 r.PBI
i_ |MMER W WU. 8ETA CZ CU C ALPHA
Y, MPS FPS MPS FPS DEG MPS FPS MRS FP5 MPS FP5 OEG
1.0 57.2 187.7 r_3.9 176.7 70.1 19.3 63.3 12._J 42.4 23.2 "/6.3 33.7
2.0 57.B 188.? 53.7 1713.3 68.9 20.5 67.3 12.9 42.5 24.3 79.6 32.2
3.0 57.8 189.'/ 53.6 175.6 67.8 21.? 71.I 13.0 42,6 25,3 82,9 30,8
4.0 58.2 190.'9 53.5 175.6 66.1. 22.B ?4.9 12.9 42.4 26.2 36. t 29.5
5.0 58.2 190.6 53.1 174.2 65.8 23.? ?'.f,B 13.3 43.5 27.2 89.1 29.2
?.0 58.6 t92.1 53.0 173.9 64.? 24.9 81.7 13.2 43.2 28.2 92.4 2?.6
t0.0 59.3 194.4 53.3 174.8 63.8 26.0 85.2 12.6 41.3 26.g 94.7 25.6
18.0 60.5 198.4 64.1 t??.fl 63.3 21..0 86.6 11.3 36.9 29.2 96.9 22.6
20.0 61.6 202.0 54.8 17g.g 62.1. 28.0 92.0 10.0 32.9 29.8 97.1. 19.6
30.0 62.2 204.2 55.0 180.4 61.9 29/1 95.6 8.9 29.1 30.5 t00.0 16.9
t 80.0 61.4 201.4 82.1. 172.6 58.9 31.5 I03.5 9.2 30.1 32.8 107.8 16.21.0.0 59.4 1g5.0 49.6 162.7 56.4 32.8 107.9 10.3 83.? 34.3 1t2.6 13.4
60.0 57,6 189,8 46.2 158,2 86.3 31.9 I04.B 10.6 34.9 33.7 110.5 115.3
88.0 56.7 188.0 47.0 184. t 59.7 3t.8 104.3 I1.4 37.4 .'t3.8 t10.8 Ig.7
90.0 BB.3 181.6 48.3 148.6 84.8 31.8 104.3 12.5 41.2 34.2 112.2 21.8
93.0 54.0 11.?.1 44.3 148.3 55.0 30.8 I01..?. i3.3 43.8 33.6 tl0.1 23.2
98.0 83.0 173.6 44.0 144.3 56.0 29.8 96.9 13.4 43.9 32.4 t06.3 24.3
96.0 52.5 172.3 44.3 145.2 8?.3 28.3 92.? t3.0 42.6 31.1 102.0 24.15
97.0 5t.9 170.3 45.2 148.2 60.3 28.6 83.9 12.0 39.3 28.2 92.7 .25.0
96.0 5t.6 169.2 45.9 150.1. 62.8 23.4 1.5.8 11.1 36.4 25.9 85.0 25.3
,BL4DE ELEMENT DATA ROTOR OUTLET ( STATOR IN,LET
ZMMER W WU BETA CZ CU C ALPHA ._
% MP$ FPS MPS FPS DEG MP$ FP$ MPS FPS MPS FPS. DEG
1.0 34.8 113.1 31.0 10t._ 63.? 18.2 49.8 38.8 117.8 36.9 121..6 66.8
2.0 34.1 1ti.6 30.1 98 1. 61.1' t6.0 52.1. 36.6 120.1 40.0 131.1 66.1
3.0 33.9 111.3 29.3 96.2 59.6 1".1 515.1 37.3 122.3 41.0 134.6 65.2
4.0 33.7 110.6 28.8 93.6 87.6 16.0 89.0 _6.0 124.8 42.0 _3_.6 64.5
5.0 33.9 I11.t 2"7.9 91.6 88.3 19.2 63.0 38.5 126.2 43.0 141.0 63.3
1..0 34.9 114.4 27.9 91.4 52.9 21.0 68.8 38.3 128.? 43.7 143.3 61,'.
10.0 36.8 120.7 28.6 9_.7 80.6 23.2 76.1 31..3 122.4 43.9 144.2 58.0
15.0 40.2 131.9 30.4 99.8 49.0 26.3 86.3 35.0 1i4.;' 43.1. t43.9 52.9
20.0 42.8 140.5 32.4 106.4 49. I 28.0 91.8 32.4 106.4 42.8 140.9 49. 1
30.0 44.5 t48.3 33.2 108.8 48.1 29.6 91..2 30.? I00.6 42.7 140.0 4f.9
50.0 43.2 141.9 29.6 97.9 43.5 31.3 102.7 32.0 105. 1 44.8 146.9 48.5
?0.0 41.1 134.1' 29.8 64.8 38.9 3t.9 104.'/ "_'_.0 _11.6 46.6 183.0 48 1
80.0 39.3 129.0 23.6 71..0 36.8 31.6 103.8 36.4 tt6.1 41..4 155.6 46.1
85.0 38.0 124.8 21.8 71.4 34.8 8t.2 102.4 36.6 120.1 48.1 18"/.8 49.4
90.0 36.2 116.9 19.8 64.9 33.0 30.4 99.6 38.1 124.9 4_.? 189.7 51.3
-"--¢_3"_-0 35.0 1_4.9 16.5 60.1. 31.6 29.? 97.6 39.0 126.1 49.1 161.1 82.6
95.0 34.3 t12 6 I?.6 67.8 30.6 29.4 96.8 39.? 130.3 49.4 161_.2 83.3
96.0 33.0 108.1 16.8 55.1 .10.'6 28.4 93.0 40.4 132.? 49.4 t62.1 54.8
97.0 32.0 104.9 |6.1 82.6 30.1 21..6 .o.0.6 41.1 t34.? 49.8 t62.3 58.9
98.0 30.0 98.3 t4.6 48.6 29.5 26.0 85.4 42.2 138.6 48.6 162.8 56.2
i r
BLADE ELEMENT DATA STATOR OL:TLET 'tt|MMER W WU BETA CZ CU C _LPHA
Y. MP$ FPS MPS FP_, DEG MP$ FP5 MP$ FPS MPS FPS DEG
1.0 56.2 184.4 82.8 172.2 68.9 20.1 65.9 14.3 48.9 24 ? 60.9 35.3
2 0 58.8 186.3 52.6 t72.7 61..8 2_.3 69.9 14 0 49.0 25.5 83.7 33.3
3.0 87.0 186.9 52.4 t72.1 66.8 22.2 ?2.9 14.1 46.3 26.3 86.4 32.4
"- " _;_'-*_.i T'e_:_ ,3_i_':1_'7_" "'_':6 12_'-.§--_T:.-'J--_:_ ;_:r_ E_. _- -_§."i-_._- ......
5.0 87.1 t87.3 81.9 t10.2 65.1 23.9 18.3 14 5 41..6 27.9 91.6 31.2
1..0 57.1 187.3 5_.4 168.6 64 0 24._ 81.5 14.B 48.'5 2d.9 94.8 30.?
10.0 87.1 t87.4 51.0 167.3 63.0 28.? 84.5 t4.9 48.8 29.7 "J1..5 29.9
t8.o 86 8 183.i _7-_-_Y_--_.§-E_-_- 67.5 i_-":§ '_E-__§:g--_ _ ,_97_-
20.0 60.3 197."/ 83.8 176.4 63.0 21 2 89.3 t1.1 .36.4 29.4 96.5 23.1
30.0 61.5 20t.6 54.4 178.6 82. t 28 5 93.? 9.4 3t.0 90.1 98.'/ 18.2
'_0.0 60.0 197.0 51.6 169.2 59.0 30.? t00.9 10.3 33.8 32.4 106.4 18.8
_0 '_ _(_.3 _84 6 46.1. t53.2 88 6 31 4 103.0 12.2 39.9 33.? 110.5 21.t
_5 0 _B.2 161 0 48.2 t48.3 549 31.6 1039 131 4"_ I 34.3 112.4 22.5
90.0 83.6 176.0 43.3 t42.0 83.7 31.? t03.9 14.6 47.8 34.9 114.4 24.6
93.0 52. ? 11.29 42.1 139.0 52.8-3_.7 _04.0 "_]-5" _0-.T3"_'3-i15._- 2-_-.9-"
95.0 5t.9 t?O 0 41 B 131..0 _3._ 307 t00.? 18.6 51. t 34.4 112.9 26.8
96.0 51.6 169.4 42.2 130 4 ._4.6 298 9_? 15.! 49.4 33.4 109 5 261.
91. 0 8t.2 168.0 42.8 140.8 56.5 28 t 92.3 14.3 4? 0 3t 6 103.5 26.9
UP]
Table ii. Vector Diagram Parameters for Rotor C/Stator
B Four-Stage Configuration, Third Stage
Tested, Near P_ak Efficiency Throttle.
P
BLADE ELEMENT DATA ,ROTqR INLET TIP SPEED ,I (_6,87 MP5 (219,40 FPB)
IMMER W WU BETA CZ CU C ALPHA
Y. MPS FP5 MP5 FP.5 DEG MP5 FP5 MP$ FP5 MPS FP5 DEG
i 1,0 87.5 168.7 84,2 177,7 70, t 16.3 63,8 12,6 41,3 23, I 76.7 23,0
2.0 57,6 189. 1 53,9 176,9 69. 1 20.4 66,9 12.8 4t,9 24, I 79,0 32,0
3,0 58,0 190,3 53,9 t76,7 68,0 21,5 70,6 12,7 41.7 2,5,0 82,0 30,5
P_ 4,0 68,3 191,3 53.8 176,4 67,0 22,6 ?4,2 12,7 41,7 25,9 86,1 29,3
B.O 68,7 192.5 53.7 176,2 66.1 23.6 77.5 12.7 41.6 26.6 86.0 28.1
i 7,0 59,0 193,7 53,7 176,1 68,2 24,6 80,7 12,5 '4t,0 27,6 90,5 26,9
10,0 59.7 195,8 53,8 176,6 64,3 25.7 84,4 12,0 39,5 28,4 93,2 25,0
15.0 60,9 199.8 54.8 178.7 63.9 26,6 87,2 10.6 34.7 28.6 93,9 21.6
: 20.0 61,9 203.1 55.8 183,1 64.1 26.6 66.0 9.1 29.7 28.3 92.9 16.6
30.0 62,6 205.3 66,6 183.4 63.1 28.1 92,3 6.0 26.1 29.2 95.9 15.3
60,0 61,1 200,6 63,1 174,2 60,1 30.3 96,4 6,8 26,8 31,5 103,8 16.1
Ix 70.0 56.6 192. 1 49.9 163,6 68,2 30,7 _100,7 tO,O 32,7 32,3 106,9 18,0
80,0 57,3 187,9 46,5 169,0 57,6 30,5 100.1 10,4 34,1 32,2 I06,7 16.8
66.0 66,2 164.4 47.3 166,t 67.1 30,4 99,8 11,1 36.3 32,4 106.2 20.0
90,0 54.6 179,6 46,7 t49.9 56,4 30.2 99,0 12.2 39,9 32,5 106,7 2t,9
93,0 63,6 175.8 44,6 146,9 56.5 29.4 96.5 12,8' 41,9 32.1 105,2 23,4
95,0 52,6 172.7 44,7 t46.5 67.9 27,9 9t,5 12,7 41,6 30,6 100,6 24,4
96.0 52.4 172.0 44.8 146,6 58.5 27.3 89.4 12.6 40.9 30.0 98.3 24.5
97.0 52.1 171.0 46.1 148.0 59,8 26.1 85,6 12.0 39.5 26.7 94.3 24.7
98.0 50.9 167. 1 44.9 147,2 61.6 24. 1 79. 1 12.2 40.0 27.0 86.7 26.7
BLADE ELEMENT DATA ROTOR OUTLET / 5TATOR INLET
IMMER W WU BETA CZ CU C ALPHA _
% MPS FPS MP6 FPS DEG MP5 FP5 MPS FP5 MP5 FP_." OEG
1.0 31.5 103,3 26,2 92,4 63.3 14.0 46, I 36,6 126.6 41. 1 134 6 69.6
2,0 3_,1 102,0 27,3 69,6 61,3 14,8 48,7 39,3 129,1 42,1 136.C 69,1
3,0 30,8 101,2 26.5 87, 1 59,2 15,7 51,6 40,0 t31,4 43,0 141,1 68,4
4.0 31,0 101,7 25,9 66,0 56,6 17,0 56,7 40,5 133,0 44,0 144,2 67,1
6.O 3t.1 101.9 25.3 62,9 54.3 16,O 59.2 41.1 134.6 44.9 147.3 66,1
7.O 32.4 106.3 25.4 83.3 61,5 20.1 66.O 40.8 133,8 46.5 149.2 63.6
IO.O 34.9 114.5 26.3 86.2 48.7 22.9 7',.),3 39.6 129.9 46.6 160.1 59.7
15.O 39.3 129.O 29.4 96.6 48,3 26,1 85.6 35.9 117.9 44,4 145,7 63.9
20.0 42.5 139,4 32.3 IO6.8 49.3 27,6 90,7 32,6 IO7,O 42.8 140.3 49.6
30.0 44.9 lZ_7.2 33,5 110.O 48,2 29.8 97,7 30.3 99.5 42.5 13c_.5 45.4
60.O 45.4 149. 1 31.4 IO3.2 43.'/ 32.8 107.6 30.4 99.8 44.7 146,7 42.'/
70,0 40.9 134.1 25.9 85,1 39,2 31.6 103.7 33.9 111.3 46.4 162.1 46.9
80.O 37.7 123.8 22.7 74.5 36.9 30.1 98.9 36.1 116.5 47.1 164.4 50.0
85.O 36,2 116.7 20.6 66.2 34.9 29.6 97.2 37.6 t23.2 47.8 157,0 51.6
90.0 34.5 113,3 16.9 61.9 33.0 26.9 95.O 39.0 127,9 46.6 159.3 53.3
93.0 33.8 111.O 17.8 58.2 3t.5 28,6 94.6 39.8 130.6 49.1 161.2 53.9
95.0 33,4 109.7 17. t 56. 1 30,7 28.7 94.2 40.2 132,O 49.4 162.2 54.3
96.0 33.1 IO8.4 16.7 54,6 30.2 28.6 93 7 40.6 t33.2 49,6 162.8 54.7
97.0 31.9 104.6 15.9 52.2 29.9 27.6 90.'/ 41.2 136.3 49.6 t62.8 56.0 .
98.O 29.9 98.0 14.9 48,8 29,8 25.9 85.0 42._ 138,4 49.5 162.4 58.3
BLADE ELEMENT DATA 5TATOR OUTLET
IMMER W WU BETA CZ CU C ALPHA ......
Y, MP5 FP$ MP5 FP5 0EG " MPS FP5 MPS FPS MP$ FP5 DEG
I .O 56.7 185,9 53. I I"/4. 1 69.3 19,8 66, I 13.7 44,9 24. I 79. 1 34.5
2,0 57. 1 187.2 63, 1 t74,3 68,4 20.8 68.2 13.5 44.4 24,8 81.4 33,0
3,0 5"/.2 16"7.5 529 173.7 67.7 21.5 70.7 13,6 44.7 25.5 83.6 32.3
4.0 57,2 t87,6 62.7 172.9 66.9 22,2 "/2.9 13,8 45,2 26, I 86.8 31.?
5.0 57.3 188. I 52.5 172.4 66.2 23.0 75.3 13.8 45.4 26.8 67.9 31.O
7.O 57.4 186.4 52,2 171.1 65.1 24.0 78.9 t4.O 46.O 2"/ 8 91.3 30.2
10.O 57.7 189.2 5t.9 170.3 64.0 26. I 82,3 13.9 45.8 28.7 94.2 29.O
15,O 59.2 194,4 63.2 I74.6 63 . 8"" 26-. O "'8513 12.1 39,8 28.7 -§4-,-2--24- 9' ........
20.0 60.5 198'.6 54.5 1-/8.8 64.O 26.4 86.5 IO.4 34 O 28.3 92,9 21.4
30.0 61,-/ 202.6 55.4 181.7 63.6 27.3 89,5 8.5 27.8 28.6 93.7 17,2
50.0 60, 1 197.3 52,4 171.8 60.4 29,6 97, 1 9.5 31, I 31, 1 102.O 17.7
• --7"O10 57.3 188.O 48.9 160.3-" 58/4 2"_19 98.1 11.O 36.0 31.8 104.5 20.1
80.0 56.3 184,8 47.5 155.8 57.3 30.3 99.3 11.3 37,2 32 3 106.1 20,5
85.O 5_. I 180.8 46.0 '50.8 56 4 30.4 99 7 12 4 40.6 32 8 107.'7 22. 1
90.0 53.4 175.2 44.0 144.2 55 2 30.4 99,6 13.9 45.6 33.4 tO9,5 24,5
95.0 52.5 172.2 43.2 141.7 552 29 8 97.9 14.2 46.4 330 IO8,3 25.3
96,0 52 3 _71 6 43.4 t,42.3 55.9 29.2 95,8 _3.9 45.5 32.3 10'3.1 25.3
97.0 52.0 170.6 44.0 144.3 57.6 2"/.7 91.0 13.2 43.2 30.7 100.7 25.3
89
: ' . . -.i. :-....'. ,;,._ . ._..............._..._-.
Table 12. Vector Diagram Parameters for Rotor C/Stator B
Four-Stage Configuration, Third Stage Tested,
Peak Pressure Rise/Near Stall Throttle.
I _b,.j_EMF.NT DATA ROTOR INLET ?_P SPEED - 66,87 MP_ _219.40 FPS)i
) ZMMF.R W WU BETA GZ GU C ALPHA
% MPS FP5 MPea FP$ DEG MPS FPS MP5 FP_ ,MP5 FPS DEG
1.0 57,7 189',3 54.4 t78.6 70,4 19,2 62.9 12,3 40.5 22,8 74,8 32,?
)_ 2.0 57,7 189,3 54,1 177.6 69.8 20.0 65.5 12,6 41.2 23.6 77,4 32,1
3.0 5?.8 189.7 64.0 177,0 68.7 20.8 6E,3 12.6 41,4 24,4 ?9.9 3t, I
4,0 58, I 190,6 53,_ 176,8 67.8 21.-?-'7"1.3 12,6 4_.3 2_, 1 82,4 20.0
I_ _ 5.0 Bfl,3 191.2 53,8 173,4 87.1 22.5 73.9 12.6 41,4 25,8 84,7 29.2 ,
7,0 58,6 192,3 63,7 176,1 66,2 23,5 77.t 1_,5 41,0 26.6 87,3 27,9
I0.0 59.2 184,4 54.1 177.4 65.? 24,2 78,3 11.8 38.7 26.9 88,2 25,9
15.-'(_'60_',3 197.8 65,0 180.6 86,7 24.6 80,8 10,3 33.9 26,7 87,6 22,7
20, 61.0 200.0 5 6 82 5 65 7 4 9 81 8 8,2 30,3 6 6 7 2 0 3
30,0 6I,g 203.2 56,2 184.3 64.9 26,1 86.7 7,7 25,3 27,2 89.3 "16.4
50.0 60,6 198.9 54,5 178.7 63,7 26.6 87,4 ?,4 24.3 27.7 90.7 15,5
70.0 57,5 188.7 50.? 166,3 61,6 27,2 89,2 9.2' 30, t 26.7 94, I 18.8
80.0 58,9 18:3,5 48.2 158,2 59,4 28.3 92,5 10,6 34,8 30,3 99.3 20.6
_5.0 54,4 t78.6 46.8 152.5 58,7 28.1 92.2 11,7 38.6 30.4 99,9 22.6
90.0 52,9 173.6 45,4 149, I 59.0 27. I 89,0 12,4 40.7 25,8 97.9 24,5
93.0 52.g 173,4 45,6 _49,7 59.5 26,7 67,5 11.9 39,1 2(3.2 95.8 24.0
95.0 52.8 173.4 45.8 150,2 59.9 26,4 86.5 11,6 37.9 28.8 94,5 23.6
96.0 52,9 173,? 46.2 15t,4 60.5 25,9 86.1 11,1 36,4 28.2 92,5 23,1
g7.0 53.0 t73.8 48.8 t52.? 61.3 25.3 82_,g 1Q.6 34,7 27.4 89.9 22,7
98.0 52.3 17t.7 46.4 152.4 62.4 24.1 78,1 10.6 34.8 26.3 83.4 23.7
BLADE ELEMENT DATA ROTOR OUTLET / 5TATOR INLET
IMMER W WU BETA C2 CU C ALPHA
% MP5 FP$ MP$ FP6 DEG MPS FP5 MP$ FP$ MP$ FP6 DEG
1,0 28.0 91.7 24.6 80.9 61,7 13•.2 43.3 42,1 138.2 44.1 144.8 72,4
2.0 28.0 91.? 24.2 79.3 59.7 14.O 46.0 42.5 139.4 44.7 146.8 71.,5
3.0 27.8 91.3 23.7 77.6 58.1 14.6 48.1 42.9 140.8 45.3, 148.7 71.O
4.0 28. I 92.3 23,3 76.5 85.9 15.7 51.6 43,2 141.6 45.9 150.? 69,8
5.0 28.8 93.5 23.'0 75.5 63.7 16 8 BB, I 43.4 142.3 46,5 162.6 68.6
7.0 29.7 97.3 23.1 75.9 51.1 18.6 60.9 43.0 141.2 46.9 153.8 66,5
IO.O 31.8 104.4 24.1 75.O 49,0 20.8 68.3 41.8 137.2 46.7 153.2 63.4
15.O 37.0 121.4 27.7 90.8 48.3 24.6 80.6 37.7 123.7 45.0 147.6 56.8
20.0 40.1 131.6 30.4 99.6 49.1 26.2 85.9 34.5 113.2 43.3 142.1 52.7
30.0 42.6 139.7 32,0 IO5. I 48.7 28.0 9._.O 31.6 IO4.4 42.4 139. 1 48.5
50.O 40.0 131,4 28.4 93.2 45. 1 .28,2 92.6 33.4 109.7 43.8 143,6 49,7
"10,0 38.7 117,3 23.t 75.7 40.1 27.3 89.6 36.8 120.? 45.8 150.3 53.3
80.0 33. I IO8.7 19,4 63.8 35.8 26.8 88.0 39.4 129.3 47,7 156.4 55.6
85.0 32.4 106,2 17.8 58.2 33.2 27,,1 88.8 40,6 133,2 48.8 160. I 56.2
90.0 31.7 IO4.O 16.2 53.3 30.7 27.2 89.4 41,6 136.5 49.7 163.2 56,6
93.0 31.3 IO2.8 15.4 50.6 29.4 27,3 89,5 42.1 136.2 50.2 164,6 86.9
95.O 31.O IOI.6 15.3 50. I 29.5 26.9 88.4 42. 1 138.0 50.0 163,9 57.2
96.0 30. I 98,8 15.2 50.O 30.3 26.O 85,3 42.0 137,8 49.4 162. 1 58. I
97.O 29.4 96.5 15.6 51, t 31.9 24.9 81.8 41.6 136,4 48.5 159. I 68.9
98.O 27.8 91.1 t4.9 48.9 32.3 23.4 76,9 42.1 136.3 48.2 156.2 60.8
BLADE ELEMENT DATA _,TATOR OUTLET
XMMER W WU BETA CZ CU C ALPHA
MP$ FP$ MP5 FPS DEG MP5 FP$ MP$ FP$ MP5 FP5 DEG
;.O 56.6 185,-3 53,4 175.3 70,4 t8.8 61.8 13.3 43.8 23.1 75.7 35.2
2.0 56,8 186.3 53.3 174.9 69.7 19.5 64.0 t3.4 43.8 23,6 77,5 34.3
3.0 56.8 186.2 53.1 174,2 69.1 20. t 65.9 13.5 44.2 24.2 ?9.3 33,8
4.O 56.9 186.5 53.0 t73.? 68,5 20.7 67,9 13.5 44,3 24.7 81.1 33.1
il 5.0 87.O 186.9 82.8 173.3 67.8 21.3 69.9 13.5 44.4 25.2 82.8 32.3
7.0 57.1 167.4 52.5 172.3 66.6 22.5 73.9 13.7 44.8 26.3 86.4 3t.2
10.0 57.6 18_.8 52.4 171,9 65,4 23.8 70,1 13.5 44.2 _.7,3 85.7 29.4
15,0 59.6 156.6 §4,2 177.? 65,1 24.9 81.8 11.2 36,_ 27.3 89.7 24,1
20.C 60.7 199,1 56.2 181,3 65.3 25.1 82.5 9.6 31 6 26.9 88,3 2C'.9
30,0 61.3 201.O 55.5 182.t 64.8 25.9 85.0 8.4 27.4 2?.2 89.3 t7,8
50.0 89.4 194.8 53,2 174,5 63.4 26.4 86.7 8.? 28.5 27.8 9t.2 18.1
70.0 56.0 t83,6 49,t 161,t 61.1 26.9 88.2 IO.8 35 3 29.0 95.0 2t.7
80 0 53.9 176,9 46,5 t52.6 59.4 27.3 89.6 t2.3 40,9 30,0 98.3 24,3
85.0 ,52.6 t72.7 45,O 147.7 58.6 27.3 89.6 13.3 43.8 30.4 99.? 26.0 i
90.0 52.3 t71.5 44.5 146,1 58.2 27.4 89.9 13.3 43.7 30.5 99.9 25.8 j
93,0 523 171.5 44.4 f48.6 57.9 27 6 90.6 13,2 43.2 30.6 IOO.4 25,4 - -
95.0 52.5 172.2 44.9 147,4 58.7 27.2 89,2 12.4 40,8 29.9 98.O 24.5 196.0 53.3 174.7 45.6 149.6 _38.7 27.8 90.2 tt.6 38.2 29.9 98.0 22.9
97.0 63 3 174.9 46.1 15f.1 59,6 26,9 8C.2 f1.1 36.4 29.1 95.4 22.4
98,0 52.7 172.8 4(5,2 151 5 61 , _ 3 83.1 IO.9 35_-7" 27 6 904 2--3.2
90
Table 13. Blade and Vane Element Performance for Rotor C/
SUa_or B, Four-SLage Configuration, Th±rd Stage
Tested, Design Point Throttle.
ROTOR BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
IMMER WHEEL REL, LOSS LOSS REL. DIFF, REL, INCID, DEV,
( :_ ) SPEED TURNING COEF , PARA , MACH FACT , MACH ANGLE ANGLE
MPS FPS ANGLE NO, NO. DEG DEG
DEG IN OUT
I 0 68,8 219.07 6,4 0,129 0.113 0,162 0,582 0,098 "3,9 18,7
2 _ 66,7 2 8.74 7,2 O, t47 O. t29 O. 163 0,597 0,097 -5.0 t6,9
3 0 66,6 2 8.41 8.2 O. t58 O. 141 O. 164 0.606 0,096 "6.0 14,9
4 0 86.5 2 8.08 9. 1 O. 174 0. 155 0. 165 0,618 0.096 -6.9 t3, I
5 0 66.4 2 7.75 10.4 0.169 0.153 0,165 0.616 0.096 -7.7 10,9
7 0 86.2 2 7. 10 tl.8 0.161 0,146 0.166 0.601 0.099 -8,4 B.8
10.0 8'3.9 2 6.11 13 1 0,142 0.130 0.168 0.569 0,104 -8.7 7.1
15.0 65,4 2 4,46 14 3 0.1t3 0.105 0.172 0.513 0. t14 -8.2 5.9
20,0 64.9 212.82 13 7 0.086 0.080 O. 175 0.468 O, 121 -7.9 6.6
30.0 63.9 209.53 13 8 0.061 0.056 0.177 0.441 0.126 -6.8' 7.0
50,0 61,9 202.94 15 4 0.071 0.067 O. 174 0.456 O. 123 -7,4 5,9
70,0 59,9 196.36 17 5 0.080 0.077 0,169 0,476 0.116 -9.5 6,8
80.0 58.8 193.07 19 8 0.078 0.076 0.164 0.499 0.11t "9.6 6.5
85.0 58.3 191.43 21.0 0.074 0.071 O. 161 0.514 O, 108 -10.2 5,9
90.0 57.8 189.78 21.8 0.073 0.071 0,157 0,537 0.103 -11.1 5.2
93.0 5?.5 188.79 23.2 0.051 0.050 0. 153 0.550 0.099 -10.9 4.8
95.0 57.3 188.14 25.1 0.032 0.031 0.150 0.560 0.097 -9.9 4,4
96,0 57,2 187.81 26.7 0.045 0.044 O, 149 0.591 0.093 -8,6 4,4
97.0 57, 1 187,48 30.2 0,051 0.050 O. 147 0.618 0.091 -5.6 4,3
98,0 57.0 187.15 33.3 0.107. 0.104 0.146 0.672 0.085 -3.1 4,0
TORQUE = 9875.74 IN. -LB.
STATQR VANE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
IMMER WHEEL ASS, AEtS. ABS. INCID. DEV. LOSS LOSS DIFF.
SPEED TURNING MACH MACH ANGLE ANGLE COEF. PARA, FACT,
MPS FPS ANGLE NO. NO. DEG DEG
DEG IN OUT
1.0 66.8 219.07 31,5 0,110 0,070 -1 6 15 3 0,0224 0,0219 0.5638
2,0 66.7 218.74 32.9 0.113. 0.072 -1 3 13 9 0,0463 0.0453 0.5634
3.0 66.6 218.41 32.8 0,116 0,075 -1 4 13 6 0.0678 0 0664 0,559:
4,0 66.5 218.08 32.2 O. 119 0,077 -I 2 14 ! 0.0870 0.0853 0.5530
5.0 66.4 21_,75 32. t 0.122 0.079 -I 5 13 7 0.1045 0.1025___0.:_54.92 '_
7,0 66.2 217.t0 30.5 0.124 0.082 -2 2 14 3 0.1031 0.10t2 0.5306 1
10,0 65.9 2t6.11 28 1 0.125 0.084 -3 2 14 9 0.0883 0.0868 0.5059
15,0 _5.4 214.46 27 1 0.124 0.084 -5 I t2 3 0.0673 0.0664 0.5030
20,0 64.9 212.82 27 0 0.121 0.083 -6 4 9 6 0.02?5 0.0272 0.4914 t
30,0 63.9 209.53 27 7 0.121 0.085 -7 0 6 5 0.0184 0.0183 0.4720 J
50.0 61.9 202.94 27 'i 0.127 0,092 -6.5 7 0 0.0243 0.0241 0.4457 i
70,0 59.9 196.36 26 3 0.132 0.095 -_.I 8 2 0.02?6 0.02?4 0.4420 i
80.0 58.8 193,07 27 0 0.134 0,095 -?.8 7 8 0,0449 0.0446 0.4554
85.0 58 3 191.43 26.9 0.136 0.09? ZS-.t 8 2 0.0501 0,0496 0.45{3--
• I
90.0 57.8 189.T8 26.9 0.138 0.099 -8.3 9 0 0,0597 0.0591 0,4450
93,0 57.5 198.79 26.6 0.139 0. t00 "8.5 9 I 0.0772 0.0763 0.4408
95.0 57.3 186.t4 26.S 0.140 O.q92__:B:9 _.99 O_:j205_O.Jjg90.4655 __
06,0 _7.2 187.81' 28.1 0.140 0,095 -8.0 8.2 0.1599 0.156t 0.4943
97.0 57t 187.48 29.0 0.140 0.089 -7.6 7.6 0.2120 0.2095 0.5405
. _Q . _ j




Table 14. Blad_ and Vane Element Performance for Rotor C/Stator B,
Four-Stage Configuration, Third Stage Tested, Near Peak
Efficiency Throttle. ..........
ROTOR BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
..... IMMER WHEEL REL. LOSS. LOSS REL. DIFF, REL. IN._C_DL. DEV,u__ '
(%) SPEED TURNING COEF PARA. MACH FACT, MACH ANGLE ANGLE
MPS FPS ANGLE NO. NO. DEG DEG
DEG IN OUT
1.0 66,8 219,07 G.8 0 186 O. 192 O. 163 0,662 0.089 -3,8 18.4
2,0 66.7 218,74 7.8 0 201 O, _77 0,164 0,673 0,088 -4.8 16,5
3.0 66.6 218.41 8.9 0 22t O. t96 O. 168 0.6E5 0,087 -5,7 14.5
4.0 96.5 218,08 10.4 0 231 0.208 O. 165 0,688 0.088 -6.6 12. 1
5.0 66.4 217.75 11,7 0 244 0.221 0,166 0,693 0.088 -7.4 9.9
7.0 66.2 217, 10 13,7 0 233 0,214 O, 168 0.670 0,092 -7.9 7,4
10.0 65.9 216 11 15.5 0 200 0.185 0.169 0.625 0.099 -8.2 5.0
15.0 65 4 214 46 15.6 0 129 0,120 0.173 0.543 0.111 -7.6 5.2
20.0 64 9 212 82 14.9 0.074 0.069 0.176 0.485 0.120 -6.5 6.8
30.0 63 9 209 53 14,9 0.036 0.034 0.178 0,441 0.127 -5,6 ?,1
50.0 61 9 202 94 16.4 -.011 -.011 0.173 0.409 0.129 "6.2 6.1
70.0 59 9 196 36 19.0 0,035 0,033 0.166 0.472 0.116 -7.7 6,9
80.0 58 8 193 07 20.? 0,0?4 0.071 0.162 0.526 0.107 -8.3 6,9
85.0 58 3 191 43 22.1 0.078 0.075 0.159 0,553 0,103 -8.8 8,0
90.0 57 8 189 78 23.4 0.065 0.063 0.155 0.573 0.098 -9.5 5.2
93.0 5? 5 188 79 25,0 0.037 0.036 O. 152 0,579 0.096 -9.4 4,6 !
95.0 59 3 188 14 2?,2 0.012 0.011 0.149 0.583 0.095 -8.0 4,3 . :
96.0 57 2 187 81 28.3 0.010 0.010 O. 149 0.893 0.094 -7,4 4.0 i _97.0 57.1 187 48 29.9 0.028 0.027 0.148 0.622 0.090 -6.t 4.0
98.0 57.0 187 15 31,8 0.043 0.04_ 0,145 0.660 0.085 -4.3 4.2 _1!
TOROUE = 9915,40 IN.-L8.
STATOR VANE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
IMMER WHEEL ABS. ASS. ABS. INCID. DEV. LOSS LOSS DIFF.
% SPEED TURNING MACH MACH ANGLE ANGLE COEF. PARA. FACT.
MPS FPS ANGLE NO. NO. OEG DEG
OEG IN OUT
1.0 66,8 219.07 35.3 0.116 0.068 1.4 14.4____0,0628 0.06/3_0,6294 .....
2.0 66.7 218,74 36,2 0,119 0,070 1,7 13,6 0.0?46 O,OY30 0,6292
3.0 66.6 218.41 36. t 0.122 0.0?2 1.8 13.5 0.0854 0.0837 0.6267
4.0 68.5 218.08 35.4 0.125 0.0?4 1.5 13.6 0,0951 0.0932 0.6228
5.0 66.4 217.75 35.1 0.127 0.076 1.3 13,5 0,1041 0.1022 0.6197
7.0 66.2 217.10 33.4 0.129 0.079 0.3 13.8 0.0901 0.0885 0.8983
10.0 65.e. 216.11 30. _, O. '_,_v 0.091 1.5 14.0 0,0794 0.0781 0.5730
15.0 65.4 214,46 28.9 0, t26 0.081 -4, 1 tl.4 0 0575 0.0598 0.5453
20,0 64.9 212.82 28.2 0.121 0.080 -5.9 8.9 0.0413 0.0410 0.5233
50.0 61.9 202.94 25.0 0.121 0,088 -9._ 6.2 0,0250 0.0248 0.4688
70.0 59.9 196.36 26.8 0.131 0,090 -6.9 7.9 0.0339 0.0337 0,482?
80.0 58.8 193.07 29.5 0.133 0.092 -5.9 ?.2 0.0308 0,0306 0.490?
85.0 56,3 191 43 29.5 0.136 0.093 -5.9 7,8 0.0452 0.0449 0.4906
90.0 57.8 189 78 28.? O._q8 0.094 -6,3 8.9 0.0642 0.063_ 0.4848
93.0 57.5 188 79 28.9 O. _ _'_ 0.095 -7.1 8,1 0.0856 0.084? 0.4R76
___8_o £! __188 1_ 299 ...... 9:!'_0_9._07_.....:7.? _Z,.4o.12££9,!22_ o._0_8
96,0 57.2 187 8t 29.4 0._41 0.092 -8.1 6.7 0._550 0.1533 0.526?
97.0 57.1 187 48 30.7 0.14t 0.087 -7.5 6.0 0.1987 0,1966 0.5681
98.0 57.0 187 15 29.1 0.140 0.099 -6.0 10.0 0,2490 0.2,153 0.6265
92,
....... . " .C_._LLL-_._-'""
I Ta|}le 15. Blade and Vane Elem_n_ Performance for Ro_or C/Sta_or B,
Four--Stage Configuration, Third Stage Tested, Peak
[ Pressure Rise/Near Stall Throttle.
i, ROT,OR8LA_E ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
i _, IMMER WHEEL REL, LOSS LOSS REL. DIFF. REL. INCID. DEV.
(;_) SPEED TURNING CDEF. PARA, MACH FACT. MACH ANGLE ANGLE
MPS FPS ANGLE NO. NO. DEG DEG
D G IN OUT
r" 1.0 66.8 219,07 8.7 0.245 0,215 O. 164 0.754 0,079 -3.6 t6.7
2,0 66.7 218.74 9.8 0.252 0,223 O, 164 0.755 0,079 -4 3 14,9
t '3,0 66.6 218.41 10,6 0.265 0,236 O, 164 0.760 0,079 -5 1 13.4
4.0 66.5 2t.8.08 12.0 0.2?4 0,247 0.165 0.758 0.080 -5 8 11.3
5.0 66.4 217,75 13.4 0.280. 0.254 0.165 0.753 0.081 "6 4 9.3
?,0 66,2 217. 10 15. 1 0.275 0,252 O, 166 0.'32 0,084 -6 9 7.0
I0.0 65,9 216.11 16,7 0,252 0,233 0.168 0.693 0.090 -6 8 5 3
15.0 65.4 214.46 17.5 O. 161 O. 149 O. 1'71 0.592 O. 105 -5 8 5 1
20.0 64.9 212,82 16.6 0.096 0,089 0.173 0,529 0.t14 -4 9 6 6
30.0 63,9 209.53 16,2 0,053 0,049 O, 176 0.485 O. 121 -3 8 7 6
50.0 61.9 202.94 18.7 0.077 0.073 0.172 0.525 0.113 -2 6 ? 5
?0.0 59.9 196.36 21.5 0.106 0.102 O_ 163 0.578 0. t01 -4 3 7 8
80.0 58.8 193.07 23.6 O. 126 O, 122 O. 159 0.622 0.094 -6 5 5 8
85.0 58.3 191 43 25.6 0.096 0,093 O. t54 0.626 0,092 -7 2 4 3
90.0 57.8 189 78 28.3 0.052 0.050 O. 150 0.631 0.090 -6 9 2 9
93.0 57.5 t88 79 30. 1 0.060 0.059 O. 150 0.645 0.089 -6 4 2.4
95.0 57.3 188 14 30.4 0.069 0.068 O. 150 0.655 0.088 -6 0 3. 1
96.0 57.2 187 81 30.2 0.092 0.090 O. 150 0.675 0.085 -5 4 4.2
97.0 57.1 187 48 29.4 0.114 0.11t 0.150 0.689 0.083 -4 6 6.0
98.0 57.0 187 15 30. 1 O. 135 O. 132 O. 148 0.721 0.079 -3 5 6.8
TORQUE =, 10J.24.79 IN. -LB.
STATOR VANE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
IMMER WHEEL ASS. ABS. ABS. INCID. OEV. LOSS LOSS DIFF.
% SPEED TURNING MACH MACH ANGLE ANGLE COEF. PARA. -FAC-_"_- .....
MPS FPS ANGLE NO. NO. DEG DEC
DEG IN OUT
1 0 66.8 219.07 3?.2 0. t25 0.065 4.0 15.2 0.1707 0,1666 0.7101
2 0 66 ? 218 74 37.2 0.127 0,067 4.1 14.9 0.1663 0.1625 0.7043
3 0 66 6 218 41 37.2 0,128 0.068 4.4 15.1 0.1622 0.1586 0.6983
4 0 66 5 218 08 36._ 0.130 0.070 4.2 16.0 0.1579 0.1546 0.6921
5 0 66 4 217 75 36.3 0.132 0.071 3.8 14.8 0.1542 0.1511 0.6861
? 0 66 2 217 10 35.3 0.133 _.0?5 3.2 14.8 0.1287 0. t263 0.6619
10.0 65 9 216 11 33.9 0.132 0.077 2.2 14.4 0.0943 0.0927 0.6312
15.0 65 4 214 46 32.6 0,127 0,077 -1.2 10.6 0.0595 C.0589 0.6029
20.0 64 9 212 82 31,8 0.123 0.076 -2.8 8.4 0.0365 0,0362 0.5839
30.0 63 9 209 53 30.? 0.120 0,077 -4.4 6.1 0,0203 0.0201 0.5542
50.0 61 9 202 94 3!.6 0.124 0.0?9 -2.3 6.6 0.0473 0.0470 0.5623
70.0 59 9 196 36 31.5 0.130 0.082 -0.5 9.5 0.0566 0.0562 0.5621
80,0 58 8 193 07 31.3 0. t35 0.085 -0.3 1t.0 0.0792 0.0784 0.5631
65.0 58 3 1_1 43 30.2 0.138 0.086 -I.4 11.7 0.1130 0.1't? 0.56J5
90.0 57 B 189 78 30.8 0.14| 0.086 -3.0 t0.2 0.1555 0.1539 0.5?73
93.0 57 5 188 79 31.5 0.142 0.067 -4.2 B._ 0.t709 0.1690 0.581_
95.0 57 3 188 14 32.7 0.142 0.085 -5.0 6.6 0.1728 0.1711 0.5985
96.0 57 2 197 81 35,2 0.140 0.085 -4.7 4.3 0,1640 0.1626 0.5986
97.0 57 1 187 48 36.5 0,137 0.082 -4.6 3.0 0.1591 0. t578 0.6079
98.0 57 0 187 t6 37.6 O. _37 0.078 -3.5 3,0 O. _821 0.1804 0.6426
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! Table 16. Design Inten_ Pe.rformance for Rotor:A/Stator A
L Computed for IIt= 63.82 raps (209.38 fps).
l (_LAOE ELEMENT OATA RfTQ,_ INLET
|, , IMMER' W WU [_ETA C;_ CU C ALPHA
MP :G
. 25,4
: 6.0 _8.0 180 t _3,3 174 ? 6ill,? 22._ 75.1 13,1 43.1 26.4 86.6 298
_\ IO O 56.0 193,9 63? 176._ 86.6 _4.4 00,I 13,2 39.g 31J.3 llg,5 ;t0.6
20.0 80.3 197 8 54.0 1??,3 83.6 =G fl 0?.9 10.8 3_,5 _-,t 94_8 22,0
i _0.0 60,0 1_0.0 62_9 i?.1 _ 80.? _9.? 97.3 10.0 3; 7 31.3 io2 a te.n
'30.0 60.0 197.O _t,? 160.? 59,[_ 30.5 IOO. I IO.1_. 22,2 32.I IO54 18.300.O _8.3 194.0 80,5 1615.5 §8,3 3121 102.2 tO. 34,1 32,_ IO7,7 18.5
80,O 56,4 18_5,2 47.O _64 O 56.3 31.3 102,? _1.6 39,0 33.5 lO9,8 20,0
60.0 53,d 175.9 44,t 144 6 00.4 30.5 99.9 13.8 43,2 33.4 109,? 243
96,0 '_t.._ 166.9 42,0 137.9 54.9 20.G 9?.0 15.3 60.1 33.3 109.2 2?.?
i
BLADE ELEMENT DATA ROTOR OU'(LET / 9,/AIOR INLET
IMMER W WU BIOTA CI CU C ALPHA
FP )
11G,_ 31.0 tDt,? GO.? .,,o _6,8 t17.? 3_.8
5.0 31.8 124,t 3_,1 104.O 56,9 20.6 6?,6 34,? 113.6 40.4 t32,_ 66.3
10.O 39.8 130.? 32.3 IL_.O 64.2 23.2 ?8.3 33.8 110.2 40.8 (34.0 65.3
20.0 42.? 140.O 33.0 108.4 50.8 27,O 80.6 31.8 IO4,4 41.? 136,9 49.?
30.0 44,--4_"'_.-"9 tO8,1 48,4 _'_'--"_.-9 IO1.5 42.6 139.6 46.6 ----"
40.0 44.2 144.9 32.0 104.9 46,4 30.6 t00.1 20.9 101.3 43.4 142.4 45.4
_0,0 43,6 143.U 30.4 99.8 44.3 31.2 _02.5 31.4 103, I 44.3 146,3 48.2
60.0 42.? 140.2 28,? 64.0 42, I 31.? _04. I 32.2 t05.6 A5.2 148.4 45.4
_36.3 26,6 8_.2' _9.? 32.¢) -t04,_ 33.'§"_09.2 46.2 161.'_- 48,2
80.0 39,5 129,4 23.7 77.8 37.0 31.5 103.4 36.1 t$5.3 47.2 154.9 4811
90.0 36.9 _t?.8 20.0 89.8 33.? 29.9 88.0 37.9 124.3 48.3 168.3 §1.8
95.0 33.0 108.3 _?,4 87.1 31.9 28.1 92.2 39.9 130.9 48.6 160._ 54.8
100,0 29.4 98,4 14,0 4_') 25.S 83.8 42.3 _38.? 49.4 _01.9
8LADE ELEMENT OATA STATOR OUTLET
IMMER _ SWU _E,/A CZ CU C AL_HA
MP 0 G
. 86,8 _86.2 _2.? I72.9 68.2 21.0 68.8 f4.2 46.4 83.0
5.0 68.3 191.2 _3.4 176.1 68.6 22,8 ?4,8 _3.0 42.? 26.3 86,_ 29,7
10.0 59.3 194.7 63.? 176.3 85.4 24.3 ?9.8 12.1 39.6 2?.1 89.0 26.4
20.0 60.8 198.5 84._ 177.6 63.5 26,6 87.3 sO.? 36.2 28.? 94.0 22.0
60,8 199.4 53'.? i_/6."_'3--_'-;,_.2 - 92.6 10.0 33.0 30,0 _8,3 19.6
40.0 60,6 I98.5 53.0 t73.8 60.8 29.4 96.9 g.g 32.4 3t.0 101,8 18.6
=30.0 86.9 !66.5 _1.8 166.g 59.8 30.3 99.3 I0,0 33.0 3_,9 104.6 18.4
60.0 59.2 _9_.. t 50,5 168.8 88.6 30.9 101.3 10.3 33.9 32.6 106 9 18.S
70.0 _,8._ 190.? 49.1 161.0 _-'_._'_" 102.6 10.8 36.4 _3.1 108,6 19.1
80.0 56.5 t85.3 47.O 154.3 66.6 31.1 IO2.2 11.8 38.8 33.3 tO9,2 20.8
90.0 63.? 176.3 44.2 144.9 238 G 30.3 99.6 13.? 44 8 32.3 109. I 24 3
95.0 51.6 169.3 42.t 138.: 65.I 29.4 96.4 t5 2 49.9 33,t IO8,? 27.6
tOO.O 48 6 1239.O 39.6 130.O 13"-4_6:_8,1 92,2 _?.2 66.3 32.9 IO8.O _'_':_l"........
ROTOR B)._DE ELEMENT PI_RFORM4NCE
IMMER WHEEL REL. LOSS LOSS REL. DIFF. REL. [NCIO. OEV.
.... _--_P'E'E'D'---_"UR'R'_NG COEF. PARA. MACH FACT. MACM ANGLE ANGLE
MP_ FP,.,.S_ ANGLE _ _ NO..____ N0j _ 0[_
DE_ _ OUT
O. 57.6 _89._ _ 0,090 0.'0_5 0._3 0.5_ 0.089 -5.8 _516
10.0 66.? t88.17 11.3 0.06? 0.081 0.149 0,486 0.100 -6.9 105
20,0 55.9 183.33 t2.8 0,048 0.044 0.182 0.448 0.108 "7.0 8.3
30.0 S_.O 180._O 13.? 0.03? 0.034 O._3 O,427 0.1_t -6.6 ?.3 i:_
........45.-_ _T_-_-_:_-6- _.-T_7_----'_'-o.-_ _i_-i-0,423 0.111 -6_76.-__- ...... '
50.0 53.3 _74.83 IS.2 0.035 0.033 O. 152 0.42? O. 1tO -6.B 6. ?
60.0 _2.4 11t 69 16.2 0.039 0,037 O.150 O,434 O.108 -? '_ "/.t ;_
?O.O 81.8 189.18 17.6 0.044 0.042 O.147 O.446 0.$O6 -8.6 ?.4 |
-- 8---0.-___ _,--i_--i_.) .... -_-_]_ 0.04? o. 142 0.497 01099 -9.6 -_-0- ........ t!
90.O 49.8 163.49 21.6 0.O_6 O O_3 O.136 0.607 O.O91 -10._ 8,9
96,0 49.4 162 O? 2:i.O 0.058 O.0_6 0.129 O _46 0,O83 -It.O _3.8
_TATDR VINE ELEMENT PERFDRNANCE
IMMER WHEEL AB5, ABS. AB$, [NCIO. DEV. LOSS LOSS DIFF.
'z SPEED t'U't_N)'N-G--"--M'_C'H "-_-C_--'_fi_L_--_'-NGL.E--'-C'OEF'_ -'P_--_A-- FAC_. -
MP_ RPS ANGLE NO NO. 0EG OEG
O. 87.8 18900 30.3 O. tOO 0.084 -S. I 13.2 0.0840 O.O821 0.8800
tO.O S_.? t86,17 28.9 O.IO_1 0.099 -e_.9 11,4 O.06_0 O.O621 0._240
20.0 59.8 183.33 2? ? O. _OS 0.073 -S.8 g.5 0.0480 0.0466 0.4940
20.0 S_',O 180.60 270 0._07 0.0?8 "6.3 ?.9 0.0350 0.034? 0.4?10
_b-T-$ "t_T_-_-_-_-_:_- .... -o- _';f¢-Slb-'_--:61_ ? '_ _ 0.0298 5-__'/6
90.0 83.3 ('?4.83 26.0 0 f"2 0.O91 "6 8 6.9 O 0290 0.0288 C'.4._00
60.0 52.4 171,99 _6.g 0 114 O 082 -? 2 68 O 0320 0.0318 0.44?0
_O0 9t 6 169.t6 27.1 O. tl60 08J -7.8 8.9 0.0390 0.0387 0.4500
900 498 163.4) 2? 5 O. t22 O 084 -./ 8 8 ? O.0?40 0.0?33 0.4"/./0
950 4_ 4 162 O" 2"/ 2 O t23 O 083 -./ 4 9../ O O8./O 0.08¢39 O _880
_OO.O 49.0 160,65 2", 4 n 24 0083 -? O _ 4 O tOIO O 0994 O 8000
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